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INTRODUCTION
Computations, whether they are theoretical predic-
tions from first principles or auxiliary calculations
required to process an experiment, are certainly of great
importance in physics. Physics is impossible without
computations. These are based on two essentials: for-
mulas that represent physical laws and various dimen-
sional and dimensionless parameters the numerical val-
ues of which define numerical values of the results and
which in their turn are determined experimentally. Cer-




















The recommended values of the fundamental phys-
ical constants are regularly published by the CODATA
(Committee for Data of the ICSU) international work-
ing group [1, 2] (see also [3, 4]). As a member of this
working group and also being engaged in precision
research, I have repeatedly come up against various
errors in the use of the values of the fundamental con-
stants. The chief cause of these errors is a certain care-
lessness and failure to understand what the results of
various compilations and processing, such as the rec-
ommended values of constants, properly are.
Any reference table, a table of fundamental con-
stants or of other numerous reference data, for example,
charge nuclear radii, suggests certain initial data and
certain theoretical assumptions and models. The use of
data by themselves, taking no account of how these data
have been obtained, leads to an inconsistency and even-
tually produces errors. Having forgotten that some
characteristics found experimentally provide a basis for
the calculation of a particular constant, one computes
this characteristic. Ignoring the fact that the result has
been obtained under some assumption, one uses it in a
situation when quite another thing is initially assumed.
In the computation one employs a few constants, disre-
garding the fact that these were computed consistently,
and hence their errors are correlated.
To avoid such confusion, it is important to under-
stand the origins of different values and the correlations
arising during their calculation. The fundamental con-
stants, as a rule, are computed without resort to model
assumptions in the ordinary sense. One is however
always confronted with the question of uncertainties in
theoretical formulas and of the applicability of some
not fully reliable results (for instance, partial calcula-
tions, estimates of high-order corrections for which
there are conflicting results, etc.). Subsequent analysis
may show that some high-order corrections should be
corrected and some errors revised.
Working out the recommended values is a rather
intricate process, yet all its key steps have been
described in the working group’s publications [1, 2],
with critical data analysis being at the heart of them.
These publications are an extremely uncommon, if not
the only, example of published reference data that com-
prehensively cover all the used experimental data and
theoretical expressions and, which is more important,
offers critical analysis of them.
The present paper is a brief overview of the proce-
dure of elaborating the recommended values, the so-
called adjustment of the values of the fundamental
physical constants. Consideration is given to the struc-
ture of data and their accuracy, the simplified procedure
of adjustment, the role of relatively less appropriate
data, and the reliability of the recommended values and
the peculiarities of their application in the physics of
the atomic nucleus and elementary particles.
WHAT IS THE ADJUSTMENT 
OF THE FUNDAMENTAL CONSTANTS?
It is well to begin with a clarification of what the
adjustment of the fundamental constants values is.
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—The CODATA recommended values of the fundamental physical constants are the most accurate
and most reliable constant values applied in different branches of physics. Various questions related to recom-
mendations are considered.
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There is a relatively small number of truly independent








































In a sense we can “measure” not the dimensional
constants themselves but only their numerical values.
The numerical values of the dimensional constants sug-
gest units of measurement, and so we may fix some










 values) by def-
inition by choosing appropriate units, whereupon the
other values are the subject of the measurements. As we
have noted, the independent constants are relatively few
in number, but experimentation allows one to measure
a great variety of their combinations. So, we may mea-




















































tons, gyromagnetic ratios, masses of particles in terms
of frequency and in atomic mass units, etc.
Thus, there occurs a great body of data on various
combinations of the fundamental constants. Since noth-
ing can be either absolutely accurate or absolutely cor-
rect, the results are not in ideal agreement and need to
be “adjusted,” i.e., it is necessary to produce a set of val-
ues of the fundamental constants that are of high accu-
racy and in conformity with each other. A substantial
metrological element of this data array (hidden from
the physical readers) is involvement of standards of
several SI units (recall that we are dealing here in par-





). Therefore, it is essential to adjust
not only the data obtained but also the standards used
for measurements.
OVERVIEW OF THE BASIC DATA 
UNDER ADJUSTMENT
Measurements of various quantities vary in accu-
racy. In fact, adjustment is needed where a number of
interrelated quantities of much the same accuracy are
measured. Otherwise, less accurate measurements may
be rejected.
All data may be divided into five basic groups.
There are two big blocks of data to be adjusted. One of
them is related to the fine structure constant and the
other to the Planck constant. The remaining three types
of data play different parts in adjusting these two
blocks. Examples of constants of different types are
given in the table.
The most accurate data feasible today refer to such
quantities as the Rydberg constant, masses of particles
or atoms in terms of frequency or in atomic mass units,
and various mass ratios. These data form a block of
auxiliary data that are rather easy to handle and are pro-
 
Recommended values of some fundamental physical constants [1]. Type of data (exact, auxiliary, independent, etc.) and the



















































































































































































































































































































































0.510998918(44) MeV/c2 [8.6 × 10–8] h block†
me 9.1093826(16) × 10–31 kg [1.7 × 10–7] h block†
KJ = 2e/h 483597.879(41) × 109 Hz/V [8.5 × 10–8] h block
G 6.6742(10) × 10–11 m3/(kg s2) [1.5 × 10–4] Independent
Note: Designations: ur is a relative uncertainty; * is a value in SI units recorded by definition;  is a measured and adjusted quantity;†
 is not a measured (with enough accuracy) but a derivative quantity; ‡ – the charge e is not measured immediately, but mea-
sured in different combinations with h and NA.
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cessed largely prior to the basic adjustment. Character-
istic accuracies comprise units of the 10th or 11th digit.
The data pertaining to the fine structure constant
have a much lower accuracy. Therefore, high-accuracy
knowledge of such constants as the Rydberg constant,
(1)
plays a leading part in forming of this data block. For
the Rydberg constant, the result is the constraint for the
α and h/me values and the comparison of the measure-
ments in frequency units and in atomic mass units
relates the values of the fine structure constant and the
Planck molar constant hNA.
The processing of all data of this block provides us
with highly accurate values
(2)
and hNA, which fulfill the role of constraints for the data
of the other block, corresponding to the Planck con-
stant. The indicated constraints occur among the three
fundamental constants h, e, and NA.
The other data play a very limited part in adjust-
ment. Measurements of some quantities are of low
accuracy and in fact neglected during adjustment, and
the corresponding constants are deduced from the
results of the adjustment (as, for example, the value of
electron mass in kilograms). The other constants are
independent of all the blocks, and their determination is
therefore a mere finding of an average (as with the grav-
itational constant). For details, see [3, 4].
Strictly speaking, the structure of the blocks looks
more intricate. The issue is that the constants enter into
various equations both in an additive and in a multipli-
cative manner. If in the leading approximation the con-
stants are connected by a simple relationship similar to
Eqs. (1) and (2), then what matters is only the relative
accuracy of the constants involved in the relationship.
Thus, in Eq. (2) the quantities c and 0 are known
exactly, while the measurement of α is more accurate
than for e and h. Using the result for the more accurate
quantity α, we can get the relationship for adjusting e
and h.
A different situation occurs when small additive
corrections have a constraint of a similar type. For
example, the frequencies of transitions in the hydrogen
atom are defined in the main approximation by the
quantity cR
∞
, but there is a wide variety of small correc-
tions dependent on the magnitude of α, masses of the
electron and of the proton, the proton charge radius, etc.
Since these corrections are small, the absolute error of
their contribution to the transition frequencies is impor-
tant. If the corrections are known to better absolute
accuracy than the dominating contribution, then their
errors may be neglected. As a result, a number of con-












tributions, such as constants of weak interactions,
appear among auxiliary data despite the relatively low
accuracy of their measurement.
THE ROLE OF “LOW-ACCURACY” 
MEASUREMENTS
Ideally, not quite accurate measurements and calcu-
lations are of minor importance. As in any computation
following the method of least squares, the importance
of the data decreases drastically with increase in their
uncertainties. However, in a nonideal case, where data
adjustment is problematic, things change, and with a
large body of data similar imperfect conditions emerge
inevitably. In “straightforward” handling of data of the
same kind, the problem of discrepancy is solved statis-
tically. However, if the data disagree and the results of
two distinct measurement methods, even though real-
ized with different accuracy, are inconsistent, the prob-
lem cannot be resolved from the general statistical con-
siderations. The data should be analyzed.
The main job in adjusting the constants consists
actually in analyzing the data and in seeking to realize
whether credence can be given to particular results,
how the results correlate and what needs to be done if
there are discrepancies.
Technically, the departure of a less accurate result
by several standard deviations leads to the fact that,
despite the low significance of the result as compared to
more accurate ones, the displacement will all the same
be noticeable. However, a more essential problem is
that any disagreement in data casts some doubt upon
whether simple statistical processing can yield reliable
results.
Below we will outline the basic data blocks to see
how much the corresponding data are in accordance.
THE FINE STRUCTURE CONSTANT 
AND RELATED QUANTITIES
The fine structure constant can be defined in a vari-
ety of ways: quantum-electrodynamic (e.g., on the basis
of investigations of the electron magnetic moment),
laser-quantum-mechanical (starting from the measure-
ment of atomic recoil caused by subsequent photon
absorption and emission), electrodynamic (based on a
comparison of the classical electrodynamic characteris-
tics and the characteristics of quantum effects), etc. The
results are shown in Fig. 1.
The vertical band in the figure corresponds to the
recommended value [1]. The results obtained using the
different methods are on the whole in agreement. A spe-
cific feature of the data is that despite a great variety of
measurement techniques, one or two values predomi-
nate.
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THE PLANCK CONSTANT 
AND RELATED CONSTANTS
The Planck constant is determined by different
methods, and their main distinction from the experi-
ments with the fine structure constant lies in the inevi-
table inclusion of one or another standard. A measure-
ment (or rather a major international project proposing
numerous independent measurements of a wide variety
of quantities), related to the determination of the
Avogadro constant, needs a standard crystal corre-
sponding to the so-called ideal crystal with accurately
controlled corrections.
The other measurements (see Fig. 2), the best being
experiments with Watt balance, are electrodynamic
ones wherein the classical macroscopic effects are
compared with quantum ones and the leading part
belongs to the standards of voltage and resistance.
A peculiar feature of the data is that the electric
results do not agree with the result based on the mea-
surement of the Avogadro constant. The vertical band
corresponds to the recommended value [1]. Its uncer-
tainty is larger than that of more accurate original val-
ues and is due to the discrepancy in data.
ELECTROMAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS 
AND STANDARDS OF THE BASIC ELECTRIC 
UNITS
As we have mentioned above, to calculate the values
of a number of fundamental constants one has often to
use the standards of electric units. The current status of
these standards does not reflect the general structure of
the SI system. The major specific property of this field
is the profound distinction in the accuracy of measure-
ments in electrical engineering (when operating with
electric circuits) and electrodynamics (when there is a
need to work out electric or magnetic fields).
Electrotechnical measurements are relatively simple
and allow high accuracy. However, the basis for repre-
sentation of the electric units in the SI system is the
Ampere law, a law of electrodynamics. The practical
realization of this law is much more cumbersome and
less accurate than electrotechnical measurements.
Therefore, the measurements are performed in two
steps. First, there are practical units of resistance and
voltage, which are used to conduct all precision mea-
surements. Second, in certain measurements these
practical units are defined in SI units, i.e., in terms of
volts and ohms. Strictly speaking, just determining the
values of the constants α and h (more likely, their
related quantities RK and KJ) marks such experiments(for more detail, see [4]).
Why do the Klitzing constant RK and the Josephson
constant KJ occur in equations? The most attractive
standards are those realizable on classical macroscopic
objects, yet the characteristics of which are quantized,
which proves to be feasible by means of macroscopic
quantum effects. The most important of those in
metrology are the quantum Hall effect (resistance is
quantized in terms of RK) and the Josephson quantum
effect (such that voltage is quantized in terms of KJ and
of some frequency under measurement).
Modern practical units of resistance and voltage are
defined so that in their terms the magnitudes of RK and
KJ are known exactly [5]. In practice, this leads to the
fact that, to convert the result of measurement for one
or another quantity from the practical units to the SI
system ones, this quantity should be multiplied by an
appropriate combination of RK and KJ.
These two factors cardinally change the dependence
of the measured quantity on the fundamental constants,
and in some cases they are responsible for the whole of
this dependence. As a rule, the experiment proper is not
related to these factors and the dominant bulk of its sub-
ject matter is to construct an arrangement that can be
either computed or calibrated by the methods of classi-
cal physics. The emergence of RK and KJ often leads to
confusion and lack of understanding of what properly is
















Fig. 1. Measurements of the fine structure constant. Refer-
ences and comprehensive explanation of different results
can be found in [1].












Fig. 2. Measurements of the Planck constant. References
and comprehensive explanation of different results can be
found in [1].
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Thus, experiments with Watt balance measure, as is
clear from the name, a macroscopic body’s weight
equilibrated by a force of electrodynamic origin. High-
precision determination of this force seems impractica-
ble, and yet extra measurements in the same system but
in the dynamic mode (measured is the induced emf)
make it possible to arrive at the required geometric fac-
tor. Measurements of only a classical type are taken, but
the quantum standards are used as the voltage and resis-
tance standards. As a result, the classical balance leads
to the quantum constant h.
The so-called measurements of the von Klitzing
constant RK are organized in an analogous manner. The
basic idea of the experiment is to construct a calculable
capacitor, a device the capacitance and hence imped-
ance of which for current of known frequency are
known to high accuracy. Comparing the impedance
with the quantum standard resistance, we can give the
resistance unit in this standard (corresponding to RK)
with SI farad.
ARE THE MEASURED FUNDAMENTAL 
CONSTANTS FUNDAMENTAL?
The most fundamental constants in physics are
undeniably c, h, and G. However, we have already men-
tioned that the constants and their numerical values are
not one and the same. There is some arbitrariness in
choosing numerical values (i.e., in choosing units),
whereas constants are an objective phenomenon. Con-
stants may be, for example, connected with each other
in a somewhat different manner than we imagine; they
may change over time; instead of one constant, there
may appear a few close to each other in value (e.g., the
charges of the proton and positron may in principle dif-
fer); etc.
Nevertheless, the most accurate investigations of the
fundamental effects are often not related immediately
to the numerical values of the fundamental constants.
Constraints on the exotic effects or a practical checking
of precision computations for various theories are as a
rule made with a much better accuracy than that to
which the corresponding physical constants are known.
The velocity of light is not an exception. We know
its numerical value exactly, rather than the velocity of
light itself, because the experimental realizations of a
second and, to a greater extent, of a meter are limited in
accuracy. Numerous experiments on checking the gen-
eral and special theories of relativity are in no way
related to the accuracy of length and time unit realiza-
tion.
Experiments with the gravitation constant G stand
by themselves and have no effect on the other data to be
adjusted. In spite of the fundamental nature of G, its
measurements are not of particular importance for
computation in both fundamental and practical physics.
The motion of bodies in the field of the Earth’s gravita-
tional force is determined by acceleration in free fall,
which is measured with high accuracy. The motion of
celestial bodies requires knowledge of not the quantity
G itself but its product by the solar mass (and if neces-
sary by the mass of the planets). All these products are
known to much better accuracy than G is. The experi-
ments checking the general theory of relativity also
deal with such products. The equivalence principle at
distances in the laboratory scale may be checked in
experiments similar to the G measurement; however,
for the equivalence principle, relative measurements
are essential, which is quite a different problem. In
other words, measuring G is an interesting but com-
pletely isolated problem.
The Planck constant h is quite another matter. The
key distinction is in the existence of macroscopic quan-
tum and discrete effects. Among the former are the
quantum Hall and Josephson effects, while the latter
make themselves evident in the fact that the charge and
mass carriers are particles that can be counted in one
way or another. Measuring the Avogadro and Faraday
constants is an example of such counting. Even without
recalculating the number of particles and without
studying the macroscopic quantum effects, all the same
we cannot avoid a known macroscopic character of
manifestations of quantum mechanics. The matter is
that a number of quantities like voltage are simulta-
neously both intensive and extensive in their character.
Extensiveness manifests itself in the fact that voltage
may be compared with mechanical work involving a
great number of particles. As for intensity, it makes
itself evident in characteristic one-particle phenomena,
e.g., threshold ones in which the macroscopic potential




Comparing the phenomena of the macro- and
microcosm plays an important part in determining val-
ues of the fundamental physical constants. Most of the
fundamental constants are quantum in nature, whereas
we need practical units and want them to be useful
when operating with cumbersome macroscopic objects.
Meanwhile, the fundamental parameters of particles
and atoms make it possible to find natural and stable
parameters and, therefore, the association of the micro-
scopic and macroscopic quantities is a key problem in
metrology. Wherever the problem is solved success-
fully, for example in frequency and length measure-
ments, it is possible to achieve the best measurement
accuracy; but where this is impossible, macro- and
microunits are used in parallel, causing often confu-
sion.
The character of some units is evident. Thus, kilo-
grams and amperes are macroscopic units, while
atomic mass units are microscopic. Some units are
more intricate in character. The scale of all the SI units,
except volts, is defined by macroscopic effects,
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whereas the magnitude of a volt is immediately related
to the characteristic potential difference for atomic or
molecular bond breakage. However, from the metrolog-
ical point of view, when we are dealing with precision
measurements, of more importance is not the scale of
the quantity, but the effects used in its definition. Thus,
the hertz, second, and meter are microscopic units
defined by atomic effects. In order for these units to be
convenient in common use, large numerical coefficients
are introduced, but these do not change the character of
the units.
In the present-day SI version, the kilogram is a mac-
roscopic unit because it fits the mass of a macroscopic
artifact—a weight, the kilogram’s prototype. The val-
ues of all the electric units in an SI are defined on the
basis of the Ampere law in terms of kilograms, meters,
and seconds and hence are also of macroscopic charac-
ter. This applies in particular to the volt and to its deriv-
ative, the electron-volt.
It is with electron-volts that much confusion arises.
The point is that, by measuring masses of atoms and
particles and energies of atomic and nuclear transitions
in microscopic units, one can attain an extremely high
accuracy. The hertz, reciprocal meter, and atomic mass
unit are microscopic units. Measurement of the same
quantities in macroscopic units, such as the kilogram,
joule, and electron-volt, has often a much lower preci-
sion.
It is important to be aware of the fact that if SI units
are concerned, the electron-volt has no specific advan-
tages over the joule and kilogram: the velocity of light
is known with absolute accuracy, and the accuracies for
measuring h and e agree up to a factor of 2. Conversion
of more accurate values measured in hertz or other
microscopic units to joules and electron-volts just
requires h and e. The fact that in precision investiga-
tions all measurements are inevitably taken either in
frequency units or in relative units (like the atomic mass
unit) is also fundamental. Therefore, the results for the
electron or proton mass, for X-ray transition frequen-
cies, etc. directly appear just in microscopic units and
only then are converted to conventional electron-volts
with loss in accuracy.
It should be noted that an immediate effort to mea-
sure energy in electron-volts will not only lead to
results of lower accuracy; these attempts will culminate
all the same in a result in microscopic units followed by
conversion to macroscopic ones, since all precision
electric measurements are taken in practical units and
to convert them it is necessary to know the values of h
and e. These practical units are in essence microscopic
units.
Concluding the discussion of microscopic and mac-
roscopic units, we emphasize that a proper representa-
tion of precision data proposes that these data are given
in either microscopic or macroscopic units, but uncer-
tainties (of measurement and conversion to macro-
scopic units) should necessarily be separated and a con-
version factor clearly specified.
THE RELIABILITY 
OF THE RECOMMENDED VALUES
Papers [1, 2] describe fully the data related to two
blocks to be adjusted, allowing one to have a general
picture, to appreciate how much the final recommended
values depend on certain data and to determine the
degree of reliability of the results from the competing
independent measurements being available. Strictly
speaking, handling of these blocks is adjustment in a
narrow sense of this word.
Unfortunately, the situation with the so-called aux-
iliary data, which are known better than needed for
adjustment, is more tangled. In many cases such results
start from one measurement or computation, or from a
series of correlated measurements and computations.
The papers [1, 2] offer a comprehensive analysis of
data for the Rydberg constant R
∞
 and gravitation con-
stant G, whereas the description of data on proton
charge radius Rp and its g factor is insufficient. The lat-
ter is not accidental, because there are no reliable inde-
pendent results of sufficient accuracy pertaining to
these quantities. There is for instance a body of handled
data of scattering by the proton charge; however,
despite the high quality of the handling itself (see, for
example, [6]), there are a number of questions regard-
ing the data (see, for example, [7]).
If the correct values of the auxiliary data are sud-
denly found to differ by ten and in some cases even by
a hundred standard deviations, this will have no effect
on the adjusted blocks. The results for α, h, and related
constants will be unaffected, and so such changes are
inessential for adjustment in a narrow sense.
It should be realized that data analysis may essen-
tially improve the quality of their processing within
certain limits and the handling results may be “better”
than the initial data (for example, more reliable and at
times more accurate). All these possibilities are, how-
ever, limited by the initial data—both by the results of
measurements and computations and by thorough anal-
ysis of them. By and large, the recommended values
arising from the collectively processed results of preci-
sion experimental and theoretical studies are the most
accurate and reliable interpretation of the available
data.
However, with real problems for one or another con-
stant, the recommended values may be not entirely ade-
quate. To put it differently, whatever the data are, such
are the recommended values. By way of recommenda-
tion to users, we emphasize that to assess the reliability
of certain recommended values, one should find out
which data these are based on. All this information is
given in [1].
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HOW TO USE THE RECOMMENDED DATA
As has repeatedly been emphasized above, in a
number of cases there is a need to refer immediately to
the data analysis in [1] rather than to the recommended
values presented there. In the general case, proceed as
follows. If a computation or measurement is not too
accurate and its accuracy is incomparable to that of the
recommended values [1], it is advisable to use the rec-
ommended values. The convenience lies in that all anal-
ogous calculations of various groups will use identical
values of constants.
However, if the application accuracy compares
favorably with the accuracy in [1], one should consult
the initial data thoroughly analyzed in [1]. The best way
will be not to use one or another value of a constant but
to calculate it from a new measurement and compare it
with the whole set of values in [1]. For instance, if a
measurement is performed of a quantity with a theoret-
ical expression sensitive to the fine structure constant’s
value, then the most informative way will be to com-
pute α from the mentioned experiment and to compare
it with the available values (see Fig. 1) rather than to
compare the experiment and theory (for a certain α).
CONCLUSIONS
In concluding this paper, I make two remarks. First
and foremost, it should be emphasized that the main
usefulness of the adjustment of fundamental constants
values regularly performed by CODATA is not in the
table of recommended values, which are available
from many compilations, but in a comprehensive crit-
ical analysis of the initial data, which is offered only
in [1, 2].
The adjusted data come from measurements and
computations fitting a diversity of fields in physics.
Each of them has its own fundamental laws and its own
“standard” approximations, effective approaches and
measurement methods, and standards. Adjustment of
constants is a unique checking of our adequate under-
standing of a physical picture as a whole. Despite some
moderate disagreements in the data, we may speak
about their close agreement on the whole, which is to
say that we appreciate adequately the world around us.
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